Alistrucr-A source coding problem is considered for cascade and branching communication systems. The achievable rate region is established for the cascade systems and bounds are obtained for the branching systems. Some examples are also included.
codewords @ in each group with the same number are now mapped onto another codeword 9' which is recovered at the second decoder. Let the total number of the groups be M,*. This situation corresponds to transmitting at the rates R, = R,, (d,, d,) and R, = (log MT)/n as small as possible to attain the distortion tolerance d,. On the other hand, the broken lines represent the optimal M,O = enRYcdy) division of 9" space that attain the distortion tolerance dy. Mf' should be greater than MF, which means R, > R, (d,) .
The region of achievable rates for the system in Fig. 1 is obtained in the following sections. In Section II-A, a formal and precise statement of the problem and the results are given. Section II-B contains some examples. In Section III some extensions are investigated. Section IV contains the proofs of all the theorms and some discussions about the relation between the cascade communication system and the system studied by Gray and Wyner [2] , [3] .
II, FORMALSTATEMENTOFTHEPROBLEM,RESULTS, AND EXAMPLES-

A. Formal Statement of the Problem and Results
Let W,J',J& b e a sequence of independent drawings of a pair of dependent random variables X and Y 00 18-9448/g l/0500-0299$00.75 0 198 I IEEE taking values in sets % and %l, respectively. It is assumed We also define two explicit bounds on %* (d,, d,) , i.e.
that we are given a probability law defining (X, Y). If % an innerbound si (d,, dy) and an outerbound %' (d,, d,) and 9 are discrete sets, then we can write as follows:
Q(x,y)=Pr{X=x,Y=y}, xE%, YE%.
~(d,,d,)~co[{(R,,R,):R,~R,(d,)+R,(d,),
If % and %l are the reals, then (X, Y) may be defined by a w%4d,)~ probability density function Q(x, y), -cc < x, y -=c cc. For arbitrary measurable spaces % and 9, the pair (X, Y) is " {owe &Jw,,(d,~d,)}]> (9) characterized by a probability measure Q on x.X 9.
A code (FE,F') with parameters (n,M,,M,,A,,A,) ,(d,,d,) , defined by a pair of mappings:
where co[ & u $81 denotes the convex hull of sets @ and '%.
FD : ho -{fi}~l~ {~j}~,&Wk (lb) We now state the main results.
where IMO= {O,l; * ., Ma -l} and % and '% are reproduc-
ing alphabets. Letting X=(X,;+.,X,) and Y=
(Y,; . *> Y,), then (X,3) = Fo( F&X, Y)). The average dis-
tortions of the code, A\, and Ay, are given by
(24 k=l a) Equation (12) 
'%I X 9 + [0, cc) are single-letter distortion functions.
Theorem 3:
A rate-pair (R,, R,) is said to be (d,, d,)-achievable if, for any E > 0 and n sufficiently large, there exists a code
(FE, Fo) with parameters (n, M,, M,, A,, Av) such that Equation ( 
where pt(Z, 91x, y) is a test channel and the random varia- 
and where x, y = 0 or 1, and 0 up G l/2. Let the distortion where [ 1' stands for the closure of the set [ 1.
3d, and d, are of course assumed such that R x( d,) > 0 and R y( dy) > 0, respectively. 
O<d<;,
Osdsp,, 
Now from [l, ex. 2.7.21, we can show that the random 0~y-c 1. (24) variable Y that satisfies 1( Xr; XY) = R&d, d) is de-Let us employ the squared-error distortion measure scribed by p( 3) x, y) in Table I . Thus
From [l, th. 4.3.21 we have 
III. EXTENSIONS
A. Multistage Cascade Communication System
As the first extension of Fig. 1 let us consider a Kth order cascade communication system (Fig. 6) . The source generates K-dimensional vector X = (X0, X,, . . . , X,-,) according to the probability distribution Q(x) independently every unit time. The k th receiver is interested in obtaining the reproduction of the kth component of X within a distortion tolerance d,.
The d= (d,; .., d,-,)-achievable region of this system, %*k(d), is similarly obtained as was done for the system of 
where D,: %k X %k * [0, co) is the per-letter distortion function for the k th component of X. Corresponding to p"( x, 2) E TK(d), we introduce a subset of K-dimensional real space defined by and let
The following theorem is obtained. 
B. Bidirectional Branching Communication System
The second extension is a bidirectional branching communication system shown in Fig. 7 . It is the same as the system of Fig. 1 except that Let and the following theorem holds. 
C. Multistage Branching Communication System
Finally, we consider the arbitrary multistage branching communication system illustrated in Fig. 8 . Bounds on the achievable region C%&(d) for this system can be obtained in a similar way as for the system of Fig. 7 . The outer- (43)
where L is the total number of the channels and X,,, . . . , X,, are the random variables corresponding to the outputs of all the decoders connected with the encoder through the 1 th channel. The innerbound obtained can be expressed as follows:
where all X! represent the random variables corresponding to the outputs of the terminal decoders from which no more branching takes place. Xt is connected with the encoder via channels t,, t i,. . . , tJ, and decoders t,, t,; . * . , fJ,. (See Fig. 9 .) If decoder tj has outgoing branches other than channel tj+ , that develop subtrees consisting of channels tj17 tj2,' ",tjsj9
and decoders tj,, tj2; . *, tjsj, then Xtj and rit,, s= l,***, ,' s. in (46) represent the random variables corresponding to the outputs of decoder tj and decoder tjs, s=l,*** ,sj, respectively. If decoder tj has no branch other than tj+l, the inequality in (46) should be read as Rtj > 1(X,X, * * * XK-1; xtj 1.
Theorem 6: c?&Jd) c CR&(d) c CR&(d).
(47) 
IV. PROOFS AND COMPARISON WITH THE GRAY-WYNER SYSTEM
A. Proof of Theorem
k=l ilog& 21 n k&wk; fi).
Let us define h,k~ED,(Xk,~k), AykgE&-(y,,&).
Then from (2), Let the probability distribution of the k th coordinates of XYJ?f, i.e. XkYkgkYk, be denoted by pk(x, y, $9). Then obviously pk(x, y, 2',9) E $?(Axk, Ayk). From a straightforward extension of Lemma A of Appendix I, it is possible to define a set of random variables (X, Y, 2, Y) characterized by a probability distribution which belongs to $?(A,, A,) and satisfies the following inequalities:
; kilI(xkYk; ~krk)w(xY; if),
~k~lr(x,r,;~k)rl(xY;~).
From (51), (52), (55), and (56), equation (49) 
Pcoot Let %,$l,%,% be finite. For the case where %,%,%,'?J are the reals or other measurable spaces, the lemma can be proved by using the proof for the finite case and the technique of quantization of %, 9, %, ?!J under some appropriate assumptions on the source and the distortion functions D,, D, as in [5] . Hence, in this paper we consider the case where %, 9, %, % are finite. 
Therefore, if we can show that for any 6, 6 > 0 there exists at least one code which satisfies Pr[xy.?$ @ T,,,-;(6)] Gc,
; log M, G(XY; SB)+q (63) ~logJ4*~I(xY;P)+c,
the proof will be completed. Let {i;}:, and {.?{}F,,j= l;..,M,,M,$ =M,/M,, be the set of codewords. We define the operation of the encoder and the decoders as follows. When the encoder has received xy, it first selects ij from { gj},2, such that gj E Hence the probability of the error event is
Pr[E,]=Pr
where EC represents the complement of the event E. We now consider a random code ensemble. The code in this ensemble is such that each j$ is chosen equiprobably from the set T;(6) with replacement and i{ is also chosen equiprobably from the set Tig(6) with replacement.
For this ensemble, three terms of the right hand of (65) will be evaluated. From Lemma A in Appendix II,
where O(n) 3 0 as n -+ cc. From Lemma C of Appendix II,
where z2( S) > 0 and E*( 8) --) 0 as 6 --) 0. Using (1 -a) 
Pr[E,]E,'] <e --M,exp(--n[l(XY;~)+Z*(b)]) (68)
If we define A M, = e"wy;y)+2~2@)1 9 (6% then Pr[ E2) E,"] < e -exPnc2(S) -+ 0 asn-, co.
From Lemma D of Appendix II,
where ~~(6) > 0 and es(S) -+ 0 as 6 --) 0. If we define ,. *
then
asn-, cc. (73) Hence for any given e > 0, if we choose 6 > 0 sufficiently small and n sufficiently large, we obtain
ilog Ma ? +ogiU; + ilog M, qxY;RIP)+I(XY;P)+~ =I(XY; RP)+c,
ilog M, qxY;P)+c.
Then in this code ensemble there exists at least one code which satisfies (74)-(76).
B. Relation Between the Onestage Cascade Communication System and the Gray-Wyner System [2], [ 314
The proof of Lemma 2 reveals that the achievable rate region for the onestage cascade communication system can be attained by the configuration in Fig. 10 where Rb = (logMA)/n and R,= Rb + R,. The system without the broken-line square is a special case of the system studied by Gray and Wyner [2] , [3] , and the code used in the proof of Lemma 2 is essentially the same as the code used in [2, sec. 3.21. We can prove Lemma 2 briefly by using [2, th. 81. It is impossible, however, to prove the corresponding lemma for the multistage cascade communication system by direct extension of [2, th. 81. It is straightforward to extend our proof of Lemma 2 to the case of multistage system. Let %'(d,, d,) be the set'of all (d,, d,)-achiev_able ratepairs (Rb, R,) for the system in Fig. 10 and let %(d,, d,) be the lower boundary of %* (d,, d,) . Obviously, if cause the systemdn Fig. lo-can attain '$*(d,, d, (d,, d,,) for R, < R,,g$d,) .
Hence, from the above mentioned relations, the R, coordinate of point D in Fig. 3 should be Then, from (78) R, is larger than R, (d,) if 1(X, YIY) >O. Namely the equality in (12) does not hold. 
Hence, in Fig. 3 point A E %(d,, dy) . From [4, th. 3 .11, we have
Hence, in Theorem 4 can be proved in the same way as the proof of Theorem 1. A similar proof as the one for the converse part of Theorem 1 applies to the outerbounds of Theorem 5 and Theorem 6. The innerbound of Theorem 5 can be easily proved by the time sharing argument which uses two codes, one of which is the same as that for the system in Fig. 1 and the other is obtained by interchanging X and Y in the same system. Similarly the innerbound of Theorem 6 can be proved by the time sharing use of the codes employed in the multistage cascade communication system. So all the proofs of Theorems-4, 5, and 6 are omitted.
V. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
We obtained the achievable rate region for the cascade communication systems and also obtained inner and outer bounds on the achievable rate region for the branching communication systems. The novelty of these systems, compared with the systems treated by the other authors [6] , lies in the fact that these systems comprise the equipment that remaps the received words onto other words for further transmission, e.g., decoder 0 in Fig. 1 or Fig. 7 and decoder 0 and 2 in Fig. 8 . While the achievable rate region of the onestage or multistage cascade communication system has been found to be attained by the system in Fig. 10 or its multistage version, it seems that the achievable rate region of the bidirectional or multistage branching communication system could not be attained by such a simple configuration. Hence, it remains an open question to find such codes that remap the codewords optimally.
We considered in this paper only cascade and branching communication systems. However, similar problems exist in the merging communication systems such as those shown in Fig. 11 or Fig. 12 . If channel 0 is absent, Fig. 11 coincides with the system treated by Wyner and Ziv [7] , and Fig. 12 coincides with that analyzed by Berger, Housewright, Omura, Tung, and Wolfowitz [8] , [9] , [12] . We can derive some bounds on the achievable rate regions for merging communication systems. However, it seems very difficult to obtain the exact achievable rate regions because, even for the system of Berger et al., it is the bounds and not the achievable rate region that have been found. Hencep(x,y,x,y)E~(d,,d,) .
From the property that for a fixed input assignment an average mutual information is a convex function of the set of transition probability [ 10, th. 4 Lemmas A-C are well known and can be proved in a similar way as [6, lemma 1.1.1, 2.1.1-31. Lemma D also can be proved similarly except that j should be conditioned.
Therefore we omit their proofs.
